The apostates of nature: Supernatural escapism
Mystics and pseudoscientists have the nerve to denominate all believers in nature as “apostates”
and “infidels” as if there is something already existing beyond it for us to observe and examine;
to either reject or accept. First and foremost any subject of inquiry must be presented for us to
observe in order to embrace it or reject it. The ideas of supernatural concepts are not even
material—meaning non-existent―but what they are symbolized with is definitely material which
tells us three things: first immaterial concepts can never enter the human consciousness that is
why material objects from nature are stolen and borrowed to represent their so called
supernatural concepts and second we must understand the fact that the meaning of reality could
only be established by the structure of atoms and reality can never transcend or exist beyond
matter. Thirdly, irrationalism is the evil bone in human nature or in other words it is a defect in
human engineering.

The brain which is the most sophisticated evolutionary product yet—works as I have said
somewhere else by what psychologist call transducting various forms of energy into electricity;
this is what gives you your consciousness. A material brain can only decode and encode material
energy end of story. Therefore, all believers in the material world―be it pantheists, pagans, and
others who reject the “super” natural are on the right direction. They are my friends in
commonsense; but, their engagement with this exclusive dimension is another issue. The
engagement must be exclusively mathematical; this is what we have established and learned in
our history in a very long observation of Egyptian as well as Mayan pantheism. Their direction
was right but their engagement was terribly wrong and even gruesome—when we consider what
happen in Mayan pantheistic philosophy and their sacrifice and so forth. This embodied the
ignorance of nature, lack of reason and mathematics in their engagement with exclusive nature;
which entailed a bloodstained world of child and human sacrifices—which is really abhorable.

The problem with humanity as it is often said is their incapacity or unwillingness to reason. Man
as a transitional ape is limited in power to reason; mathematics and calculations strain and give
him nausea; which tells us that evolution didn’t finish creating humans out of apes; it left them
half-baked. This “half-bakedness” if I am allowed to use this word is the source of all evil that
we behold on planet earth. We must finish what nature began and full fill the promise of creating
a super rational and civil organism by the current concept of transhumanism which is really a
newly coined term for an already ancient concept of bestowing longevity and immortality on
humans which existed several centuries ago before this term was even coined. I believe that the
idea of transcending our current design will eliminate irrationality, crime, poverty and hunger.
Because as humans become more enhanced in a better way they will be more civil and more self-

sufficient eliminating the motivation which leads mankind into irrationality, crime, and turpitude
in general.

All concepts of irrational attitudes like that of supernaturalism will lead to the grave. This is the
reason that I am harshly critical without holding anything about all branches of idealism because
it is the product of human irrationality and mad natural design. Idealists and mystics amplify the
weak segment of human nature hundred times more which should have been eliminated. They
say that people have an “idea” of god so let us build an institution on top of that to exacerbate
human suffering. They erect a system based on human weakness rather than its strength. They
should have built an institution based on the strengths of human nature; in order, to amplify it
hundred times more like man’s reason for example. To amplify it thousands times more in order
to create a utopia rather than a hell. But super naturalists are so shallow or too mad to realize this
fact. In all my writings I say it as it is in order to save mankind from itself. Some writers may
sugar coat or munch their words in courtesy or something not to hurt people’s feelings i.e. the
feelings or idealists and mystics but they do not realize that they are hurting them even more by
being accomplices in their error—by not harshly criticizing mysticism to divert humanity from
the cliff to lead them into the mountain of eternity and intelligent design. This is the reason that I
am an outspoken critic of all mystical branches. We must show some tough love to mankind; I
think it is necessary. On the other hand we can say that human beings do not really know what
they are doing when they embrace irrational concepts like supernaturalism―because they are not
fully designed to be rational. In a sense we can say that irrationality and mysticism is not their
fault but their nature or in a technical terms it the fault of their design. If something is not
designed to be rational the effort to rectify it can never be accomplished by discussion and
conversation or by shouting at it―but by biotechnology and engineering.

Now, we have established the problem and identified why humans as apes behave in a way as
they do including their advocacy and embrace of supernatural concepts but the true challenge lies
in eliminating this weakness and faulty design or nature from our nature in order to create
something civil and in a consequence a reflection of this nature on the ground will create a
utopia. Humans in a sense can be forgiven if they become apostates of nature because they have
a design; hence, they are. But advocating this defect can never condoned; it must be banned
because it will lead to extinction. Remember, that abandoning nature results from the irrationally
designed human nature. It is not a sign of greatness or righteousness, being a super naturalist is
not something to be proud of; you are embracing your weakness; supernaturalism is a stain in the
blue print of human nature which need to be eliminated in order to fasten and facilitate the
journey of man towards self-sufficiency and self-existence or in simple terms—Selftheism. Just
like a computer software code is reordered in order to create something better; the biological
code of human nature also must be fixed in order to prevent irrational deviations like natural

apostasy and reason abandonment―which will lead only to doom and extinction. Most people
do not realize the exclusivity of nature, veracity of naturalism or preciousness of life until the last
minute of their days. It is here that their irrationality comes to their attention and attempt to
embrace reason in order to either extend their life span or to heal themselves from a disease or
unfortunate trauma; because, only science and reason could come to their rescue to solve their
disease, trauma, poverty, ageing and even death. Therefore, it will be mandatory on everyone on
the planet to realize this defect of reason limitation which forces mankind to soar beyond nature.
We need to purge this disease of irrational supernaturalism before it exterminates us all.

